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1. What is nreant by the term "nuclear binding energy"'

Explain in which wa)' an atomic nucleus behaves like a liquid drop.model.

Tlre semi-empilical rnass fbrmula (SEMF) for a nucleus with atomig masl number A and

atomic nurnber Z can be explessed by ; s.

tWoQ1,Z)=Zmp+(A*Z)ntn_a,A+a,,at*o,'#+oo,yry+6
A5i

Explain the phl'signl irrterpretation of the terms corresponding to the parameters 4v, as,&s,

aurn, and d. 1
't

(i) Strow thar tbr;,..constant A the SEMF can be reduced to a quadiatic fi$16tionof Z

given bv

M;(A,Z) : aA + BZ + YZz1 6
ra,here a. /J, y and d are fr-rtrctions of A.

(ii) Showtl-ratthemasses Mn(A,Z)foraparticularsetof isobarswittranodd.4value

takes the fbllowing tbrm

M,(A,Z) = M,(A,Z) + 

^Z 
- Zo)'

where Zs is the atotlic number of the most stable isobar.
.i

(iii) Hence shorv that the energy released between neighbouring isobars in lr decay is

Qn-:zvizo-r-+1-r, ,[ " 2]
For a typical I decay. illustrate the variation of QI on a scheme of

Mo(A,Z) versus Z.



p,

2. Define scattering process and elastic scattering in nuclear physics.

In a laboratory refbrence fianre. an incident particle of mass mo and kinetic energy Iio is
collides witlr a targei nucleus X ri hich is at rest. A residual nucleus I/ of mass m, and,
kinetic energy /:'" resr:lts fiom the collision together with the ernission of a product particle
o1'nrass m6 and kinetic energy E6 at an angle ctf 0 to the direction of the incident particle.
Under non*relativistic condition. show that the Q-value of the reaction is given by

a : (X- ,)r, . (X+ r)rr

The cr particles of kirretic energy 7.70 MeV collides with 1fN target nuclei to produce
1lC residual nr-rclei arrcl protons. Tlre protons are emitted at 90o to the beam of aparticles
are found to har e kinetic eltergy 4.44 MeV. Determine the Q value of the reaction.
Given that the

Mass o1' cr particle m,, : 4.AA26A4 a.m.u
Mass of proton rnp --. 1.007825 a.m,u z . *

Mass of oxygen ftra.- 15.990523 a.m.u and ; s.
1 a.m.u .- 931.5 MeV/c:
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